NANTUCKET

Elegance and Grand Affairs
Summer Memories
The gentle curves of our Nantucket series will bring back memories of the casual grace of a seaside summer.
•

Translucent fabric adds a sun kissed glow to daytime events while the sculpted peak and eave enhance the open-air feel.

•

Lightweight waterproof fabric ensures that springtime showers won’t dampen your client’s festivities and evening events
simply glow with internal lights.

•

Cedar-stained wooden center and side poles add warmth and elegance perfect for early summer and fall weddings, springtime
parties and afternoon teas. 10’ leg spacing on every size tent ensures a sturdy structure and consistent set-up procedures.
Conveinient spacing for standard sidewalls.

SCAN FOR MORE INFO!

Lightweight and Durable
Designed for long-term reliability and durability, the Nantucket series is made from translucent, 10 oz, waterproof fabric that can withstand summertime
sun, springtime showers and fall breezes longer than comparably priced tents. This means your investment will last longer and perform better.

Custom Training
Never worry about a bad install. On-site training by a TopTec-trained representative ensures a perfect set-up every time

Custom design
Custom Design options from TopTec’s in-house design engineers mean your client’s unique event can have that one-of-a-kind look that it deserves.
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Nantucket Tents
Features

A dvantages

Unique canopy shape

•
•

Vintage appeal for special events
Open air feel for warmer weather events

Lace line mid sections

•

Easy expansion

Stainless hardware

•
•

Adds warmth and elegance
Decorative accent for elegant events

Cedar-stained wooden poles

•

No stains on white fabric

10 oz, translucent fabric

•
•

Lightweight for easier handling
Luminous quality adds elegance to events

Waterproof fabric

•

Guests stay dry during unexpected showers

Compatible with standard sidewalls

•

No special hardware needed

Corrosive resistant hardware

•
•

No rusting like steel hardware
No breaks like plastic hardware

Sturdy construction

•

Longer lifespan and fewer replacements for maximum ROI

NANTUCKET
Rustic Elegance:

Ideal for weddings, parties and social events.

Sizes:

32’ x 40, 45’ x 83, 45’ x 20’ mids

Designed for Your Business

Your Partner For Success
Choosing a tent system is one of the most important investments you can make for your
business. It has to be reliable. It has to be durable. It has to look good.
Choosing your tent partner is just as important and TopTec’s customer service is second
to none. We’re more than just the tent guys. Your success is our driving motivation and that
means you’ll always have the support, service and resources you need to turn your
customers into fans, every time.

TopTec tents are designed for
strength and reliability. Our
consistent manufacturing
processes ensure your tent
will continue to function in
the field over years of use,
saving you from costly delays
and repairs.

Good Things Happen in TopTec Tents™
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